
LIVED 360®

Developing your leaders of the future

LIVED 360 ®

We operate today in a globally competitive marketplace.  
This puts demands on our leaders to function effectively 
within an increasingly uncertain, complex and ambiguous 
environment.  To deliver business success, it is vital that 
leaders demonstrate a unique set of leadership behaviours.

a&dc’s  LIVED 360® gives you the insight you need to identify 
and develop a truly global talent pool.

Pinpointing your global leaders

 a&dc’s LIVED 360 quickly, simply and effectively measures leaders and potential leaders against critical areas of effective 

leadership behaviour.

This ready-to-use, online, 360 degree feedback tool takes each person just ten minutes to complete and is based on our 

cutting edge leadership framework, LIVED.  To ensure that you assess the whole person within the relevant context, LIVED 

is made up of five critical areas of leadership effectiveness:

Emotions

Drive

Intellect

Learning

Values

Willing and able to adapt to new environments and 

challenges by drawing on learning and feedback from 

previous experiences.

Thinks incisively, deals effectively with complex and 

ambiguous information, sees issues in the broader context 

and takes sound decisions based on this analysis.

Acts in an authentic and consistent way, inspires trust and 

demonstrates integrity, courage and respect for others.

Manages own emotions effectively, builds positive 

relationships and uses emotions to influence and inspire 

others.

Sets challenging goals, takes an action-oriented approach 

and shows passion and determination to overcome 

obstacles, act decisivley and achieve results.Fast, effective assessment of leadership performance and potential



Using LIVED 360
LIVED 360 runs on a&dc’s online assessment platform, Apollo™, giving you access to the tool whenever and wherever 
you need it.  Access Apollo™ via ‘My a&dc’ on the a&dc website and you’ll be automatically logged into your Apollo 
account.  You can set up a project quickly and easily - all you need are internet access and participant details!

When you’re ready to give feedback, simply export your reports and you’ll have everything you need to prioritise 
strengths and development needs and give feedback to your participants.

Developing Your Future Leaders
Once you’ve pinpointed your future leaders, you’ll need to ensure that they continue to grow 
towards those all important roles.  a&dc’s  LIVED 360 can be customised and implemented 
based on the results found within your organisation to ensure the future success of your 
business.

Contact Us
To find out more about how we can help you to develop your current leaders or identify and 
develop your future leaders, please contact us on:

Telephone:  +27 11 327 7387
Email:   mad@macgroup.co.za
Web:   www.madmac.co.za

Why choose a&dc’s LIVED 360?

• Set up and go - the tool is pre-loaded with meticulously designed behavioural statements relating to all five LIVED 
dimensions, so all you need to do is select your participants and send out the invites with no training required!

• Quick and simple for participants and raters - the questionnaire takes around ten minutes for each rater to complete 
and requires only the internet and a browser for access.

• Holistic measure of leadership - the tool contains 60 detailed behavioural statements relating to the five LIVED 
dimensions, including learning agility.

• Context - some leaders thrive in one company and fail in another. LIVED 360 can be used to measure leadership 
performance and potential, giving you assurance that your leaders are a good fit with your organisation.

• Assess performance or potential - you can use the tool to assess existing performance or future potenial, meaning 
that you can develop existing leaders as well as idenify future ones.

• Automatically produced feedback reports - designed specifically with one-to-one feedback in mind, the clear report 
design and user-friendly format make the questionnaire results simple to understand and easy to feed back and act 
upon.  Reports are available for you to download and print whenever you need them.

• Extended reports available - giving you the option to add additional comments, top ten and bottom ten question 
ratings, question ratings for rater groups, blind spots for possible strengths and for possible development needs.
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